


I am a vibrant student of others who 
continuously seek new possibilities and 
understandings of who and what is around me. 
I am  a courageous, dedicated, and motivated 
person in life. I achieve my goals that have or 
will  be set.  No matter what, I am optimistic 
and never limit myself in what  I can be. My 
life has no mistakes just mere lessons.  



Purpose

To guide my family, friends, and co-
workers by example.

To improve my family’s and my future 
by setting realistic goals and abiding by 
my set values.



Mission Statement

I am a respectful employee and graduate 
student who takes full responsibility for 
all my actions.  I dedicate myself to my 
family and education to better our future, 
emotional and financially.   Above all, I 
am a continuous loving and trusting 
friend, sister, student, and daughter who 
is forgiving to others and myself.  



Optimistic- Always think positive about every 
situation that is encountered. 

Loving- Treat all stakeholders with compassion 
and care, regardless of what their actions and 
feelings are.

Respect-Understand that no two minds think 
alike and that “wrong” and “right” is perceived 
differently.



Courage- Take risks and challenge the 
unknown.
Dedicated- Give my fullest to all tasks that 
must be faced.
Responsible- Understand that things 
must be done  and that it is ok to admit 
mistakes as long as a lesson is learned.



Trusting- Allow and trust others to 
demonstrate their capabilities and 
potential. 
Forgiving- Forgive others for actions or 
words even if I am not forgiven. 
Student and teacher- Continuously learn 
and share knowledge with everyone I 
know or meet.
Motivation- Provide strength for myself 

and others.



PARENTS- HP/HI
SISTERS- LP/HI
FRIENDS LP/HI

BEST FRIEND-LP/HI
CO-WORKERS –LP/HI
MANAGEMENT- HP/HI
SOLDIERS- HP/HI



Parents- A daughter with unconditionally love 
who will exceed my parents realistic 
expectations.
Sister- A caring and compassionate sister who 
learns and teaches what can be known.
Friends- A kind ear who holds no judgment 
and respects all differences.



Best Friend- To be honest and motivating in 
times of wanted and unwanted need.     
Co-Workers- To serve as an equal leader that 
holds no bias.
Management- A dedicated worker that uses 
courage and creativity to contribute more than 
just my share.
Soldiers- To serve as a role model  and 
counselor with soldiers who may need help 
making future decision.


